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ABSTRACT

The glottal impedance is measured at acoustic

frequencies, using a mechanical model with adjust-

able slit width and air flow. The glottis is

inserted in a measuring tube with subglottal ab-

sorber, supraglottally excited by periodic wide-

band pulses. The complex reflectance of the glottis

as function of frequency is directly computed from

the incident and reflected waves, which are separa-

ted by a two-microphone directional coupler. The

measured curves are compared to theory and are

expressed as functions of frequency, slit width,

and air flow.

INTKDDUCTION

The knowledge of the glottal impedance is essen—

tial for the understanding of the source—tract

coupling, e.g., the variation of formant frequen-

cies and damping during the glottal cycle, and of

the oscillation mechanism itself. The resistive

part of the impedance consists of a linear, viscous

component Rv and a nonlinear, flow—dependent compo-

nent Rk due to kinetic effects (turbulence, beam

formation, etc.). These components were treasured

for DC flow by the pressure drop across a glottal

model [1]. For nonstationary flow, the air mass

causes an additional, reactive part of the imped-

ance, so that the electrical analogue (pressure =

voltage, volume velocity = current) is an RL series

circuit. This form was also used in a simulated

self-oscillating glottal model [2].

However, it can not be theoretically expected that

the values for R measured at DC still hold at

acoustic frequencies, since the viscous boundary

layer and the turbulence formation are frequency-

dependent. Further, the inductance should be some—

what larger because of the approximately radial

flow close to the glottal slit and also slightly

frequency-dependent (see below), and turbulence

effects on the inductance are unknown. As the

theoretical treatment of all these effects, includ-

ing nonzero DC flow and turbulence, is highly

difficult, an experimental determination of the

impedance as function of frequency, air flow, and

glottal slit width appears desirable. Such meas-

urements have previously been performed by means of

the resonances of a tube attached to a glottal

model [3]. Our approach is more direct, inmediately

yielding the complex reflectance as function of

frequency.

TIEORY

The impedance measured by us is a differential

(AC) impedance. As the acoustic amplitudes are

small, all terms of the Navier—Stokes equations

nonlinear in AC quantities are neglected. Espe-

cially, if the total kinetic part of the pressure

drop is KU2 (U = instantaneous total volume veloc-

ity), the kinetic 'part of the AC pressure drop is

ZKUDCUAC' so that Rk = ZKUDc (vanishing for no DC

flowl). According to [1], K = Gama/A2 (o, A see

below). At higher frequencies possibly this might

not hold.

The linear (viscosity and mass) parts of the

impedance, zvi' can be theoretically derived in

good approximation. The glottis is assumed as a

rectangular slit of length 1, width w, area A = 1w,

and depth d. If w << 1, and w and d << wavelength,

the impedance is

Zvi = (inuod/A)g/(g — tanh 9), 9 = (mum:
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p = air density, n = dynamic viscosity. For w a Q,

zvi = 12dn12/A3 + 10(6/5)od/A,

which is the classic expression except for the

factor 6/5 in the inductance. For m —> no, .on the

other hand, Zvi = iwod/A. Thus the inductance is

also slightly frequency—dependent.

As the slit is contained in a partition across a

tube, the impedance has to be supplemented by an

end correction due to the approximately two-dimen—

' sional radial flow near the slit. This yields an

additional inductance of roughly

Lrad - (o/la)1n(D/W).

D - tube diameter perpendicular to the slit, 0. =

sum of opening angles of sub- and supraglottal

baffles. Also some additional danping will result

which we will not derive.

mm or MEASURWT .

(The same principle, suggested by M.R. Schroeder,

was used earlier at this Institute for measuring

the lip radiation inpedance with a model head [4].)

mratus

A fairly realistic larynx model was formed of

metal (Fig. 1). The glottis itself is a slit

between two adjustable parallel plates tightly

inserted in the larynx model. The slit treasures

are: 1 =18nm,d= 3m,w=0to3mn. The larynx

. model is extended on both sides by thick—walled

uniform brass tubes of 10 m inner diameter.

Subglottally, a funnel with sound absorbing mate-

rial is attached through which a DC air flow .can be

supplied. Supraglottally, the tube ends at a pres-

sure—chamber loudspeaker and an air outlet with a

plastic hose filled with cotton wool (Fig. 2).

The loudspeaker emits periodic wide-band pulses

(68—5000 Hz), chirp-like with Schroeder phases [5]

for a low peak factor. They are generated by a

TMS 32010 signal processing system and D/A con.

verted at 20 kHz sampling rate, with 2048 sam-

ples/period to facilitate EFT processing. By two 5"

condenser microphones (Briiel & Kjaer 4136) coup1ed

to the tube some 22.5 cm “above" the glottis, the

incident and reflected waves can be separated

conputationally and thus the complex reflectance be

determined. The microphones are screwed into the

tube walls without grid caps and coupled through
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holes of 1 nm diameter. Disturbance by the additio-

nal volume [was estimated to be completely negli-

gible. The signals are low—pass filtered at 5 kHz

with 96 dB/octave and digitized at 20 kHz rate by

two A/D converters in the TMS 32010 system. Sam-

pling is period-synchronous with the excitation

pulses. The blocks of 2048 sample pairs are trans-

ferred to a large laboratory computer (Gould

32/9705), where 100 periods are averaged for noise

reduction .and the further .evaluation is performed.

Channel crosstalk is less than -80 dB.

Evaluation

Let b be :the distance from the centre between the

microphones .to the reference plane in which the

reflectance is ‘to be measured, 2a the microphone

distance (.Fig. 3)., R = Rh») the reflectance, and

ki' kr the complex propagation "constants" for the

incident and reflected waves. If c is the sound

velocity and v the DC-flow velocity,

ki = (i... + gm/(c-v), :kr = (i... + q/uT)/~(c+v),

where q/J (small; q - 0.8 S-si') represents the

combined viscous and heat-conduction losses. Then

the microphone signals F1(m)_, F200) are proportio-

nal to exp(ki(b¢a)) + R exp(-kr(b;ta)), where +a and

-a belong to F1, F2, respectively. Solving for R,

we obtain

R = exp( (ki+kr)b) .(exp(kia)—F1exp(—kia))

/(F1exp(kra)—F2exp( —kra) ) .

From R, the glottal impedance follows as

Z = 20(1+R)/(l—R) - 236'

where 20 = pc/Atube is the characteristic impedance

of the tube and 2x the impedance of the subglottal

SYStem. The latter is measured before by replacing

the larynx model with a uniform tube piece.

As the computation of '1! fails at the zeros of the

denominator and becomes rather inexact at 10"

frequencies, two different microphone distances 2a

(24.6 and 120 nm) may be used.

Calibration

As the microphones and the connected amplifiers:

filters and AID converters are not identical f0r

both channels and differences would cause detrimen‘

tal ”WIS. the channels must be calibrated rela-

tiVe to each other. For this purpose, the signals
are recorded for each microphone screwed into the

same fitting in the measuring tube. The couple!
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Fig. 1. Larynx model; two perpendicular sections.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of directional-coupler principle.
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Fig. 5. Resistance and inductance for flows U = 0

(top) and 164 cm3/s (bottom). Glottal width w

0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 3.0 mm (1 to 4).
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quotients of the corresponding DPT values are taken

as calibration factors for one microphone.

As a test, the result for completely closed

glottis should yield R(w) a 1, apart from some

high-frequency deviations due to the nonuniformity

of the tube close to the glottis. This allows to

determine the exact reference distance b from the

linear phase trend of R. Inexact assumptions of a

and q will cause periodicities of R with frequency—

period of c/Zb; minimizing their amplitudes thus

permits better adjustment of the a and q values.

RESULTS

All results shown here are preliminary and will

hopefully have been improved at the time of the

congress. So far, only one microphone distance 2a =

24.6 nm has been used.

Calibration

Fig. 4 displays magnitude and phase of the reflec-‘

tance for closed glottis. The trends in the phase

and the residual c/2b—periodicities show that we

have not yet fully reached the required exactness;

better calibration methods are under development.

The average IRI cannot be raised above 0.98 (q =

0.88 5'5) without distorting the curves.

The subglottal impedance 256‘ was found very close

to 20 except at the lowest frequencies.

Measurements

The periodicities are presently smoothed out by a

triangular moving average of the reflectance of
length c/b in frequency. Figs. 5 and 6 show the

glottal impedance (with 286 subtracted out) for

various openings w and flows U. The dashed curves

are the theoretical ones,

R9 = Re Zvi + Rk(U)I Lg = (Im Zvil/w + Lrad'

see THEORY. For U = 0, the agreement is fairly
good, except for a too low (even partly negative)

resistance at large glottal openings and a too low

inductance at low frequencies. The reason for these

(unphysical) deviations is presently not yet clear

but probably related with the calibration problems.

For nonzero flow, the inductance is considerably

decreased at low frequencies and the resistance is

increased, especially for narrow width w where the

velocity U/lw in the glottis is large. A similar

effect for the inductance was also found by Laine

and Karjalainen [3] around 1 kHz.

Discussion

A direct comparison of our results with_ [3] is not

yet possible since our frequency range lies above

that (g 1.5 kHz) considered in [3]. For useful
results in the low-frequency range, we shall apply

the microphone distance 2a = 120 nm and a lower

sampling frequency.

The results at higher frequencies show a very

strong dependence on the choice of the reference

plane (distance b). Actually, as the-"'exact posi-

tion" of the glottal impedance is somewhat arbi-

trary, so is the impedance itself. We define b so

as to yield no linear phase trend for closed

glottis, and the closeness between theoretical and

measured curves seems to justify this procedure.

The flow effects on the inductance are presently

not yet expressed by a theoretical or empirical

formula. The relevant parameter appears to be the

velocity in the glottis, U/lw, rather than the flow

U. The kinetic resistance R): at large U should be

somewhat higher than according to [1]. The fre-

quency dependence of Rk seems to be small.

As for the effect of the glottal impedance on the

vocal-tract acoustics, the subglottal impedance

must not be subtracted out. If the actual ZSG is

close to ours (our tube has roughly the diameter of

the trachea), the real part for not too small

openings w is entirely dominated by ZSG'
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